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Architecting software concurrency
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Abstract
Nowadays, the majority of software systems are inherently

concurrent. Anyway, internal and external concurrent activities
increase the complexity of systems’ behavior. Adequate archi-
tecting can significantly decrease implementation errors. This
work is motivated by the desire to understand how concurrency
can constrain or influence software architecting. As a result, in
the paper a methodological architecting framework applied for
systems with ”concurrency-intensive architecture” is described.
This special term is defined to emphasize architectures, in which
concurrent interactions are crucial. Also in the paper potential
models for each phase of architecting framework are indicated.
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1 Key challenges in managing concurrency

1.1 Benefits and costs of concurrency

Software development undoubtedly passes a revolutionary period. De-
sired performance can be achieved not only by increasing proces-
sor frequencies. This outlines a future that is determined by multi-
core/multiprocessor architectures and multi-threading programs [1].

The benefits of concurrency reside in the full exploitation of ad-
vantages offered by multi-core/multiprocessor architectures, primarily,
through the possibility to represent naturally and separately concur-
rent activities. This leads directly or indirectly to the key character-
istics of modern software such as: availability, protection, scalability,
performance.
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However, concurrency has its costs for organizing inter-thread syn-
chronization and communication. Non-determinism, inherent in con-
current systems, requires taking into account a number of properties
that must satisfy programs (mutual exclusion, absence of deadlock,
livelock, starvation and race conditions, etc.) [2]. Thus the coordina-
tion of activities is complicated, and multithreading related errors are
intermittent and difficult to reproduce. Moreover, synchronization and
communication worsen effects of code scattering and code tangling [3];
involve reuse difficulties due to conflicts between basic functionalities
and synchronization functionalities. These conflicts have been inten-
sively studied and we find in the literature by the name the inheritance
anomaly.

1.2 Inheritance anomalies

Several researchers [4,5,6] have attempted to classify and formalize the
anomalies that make unreasonable or even impossible to reuse the base
class by inheritance, since the redefinition involves an excessive number
of methods. In [7] authors state that any popular modern programming
languages do not exclude yet the occurrence of these anomalies. The
authors propose three generic classes for anomalies where the role of
inheritance as a form of reuse is greatly diminished: history-sensitive
anomaly; partitioning of states; modification of acceptable states.

In [8] it is proposed unified treatment of phenomena in a general des-
ignation - reuse anomalies, arguing that in a concurrency context, the
above mentioned effects can also occur in the case of aggregation and
association relations. This fact is easily claimed in other works. An ex-
ample is the paper [9] which states that adverse phenomena may occur
in cases other than inheritance, referring to the composition anomaly.

In order to investigate this phenomenon, which appears in code
reuse in the context of concurrency, formalization was used in [5]. The
results of formal analysis presented in it have surprised the scientific
community. It can be easily emphasized that the following statements
stand out from a more general content of the research:

• Inheritance anomalies are common to other paradigms, not only
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to object-oriented programming: e.g. agent-oriented program-
ming (based on the Actor model [10]);

• If anomaly is present in the implementation, it does not neces-
sarily cause practical problems;

• Inheritance anomaly problem in one form or another still cannot
be resolved, but rather may be reduced adverse effects induced
by anomalies.

Making the concurrency explicit and isolating it into a concurrent com-
ponent, seems to be reasonable solution [11].

1.3 Concurrency “isolation” techniques

Elimination of adverse consequences (by defining separate and explicit
orthogonal functionalities) can be accomplished in many ways at all
levels of abstraction of software development (Figure 1): mix-in classes
[12] and aspects [3,13,14] can be used in order to compose functionali-
ties at implementation phases; design patterns allow us localization and
integration of orthogonal functionalities in analysis and design stages
[15,16]; and programming frameworks can help us improving compo-
nents reuse [17,18,19].

The technological possibility of locating the synchronization code is
not the solution by itself. It happens because the problem of inheritance
anomalies cannot be fully solved [5]. Moreover in [20] the authors state
that aspectization (localization) of concurrency in some cases may even
be dangerous. Thus we have to diminish bad effects of anomalies with
appropriate methods of concurrency management in the early stages of
software development.

1.4 Concurrency management

Concurrency management has to provide a proactive strategy that will
allow concurrency organization and management throughout the soft-
ware life cycle. A successful strategy will be determined by the follow-
ing characteristics:
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Figure 1. Abstraction levels of software development

• Process development centered: the strategy will require integra-
tion with existing processes and applications;

• Centrally managed: all development activities must comply with
adopted policies;

• Heterogeneous: the strategy must take into account different or-
ganizational forms of concurrency.

One of the early activities of the strategy should include the classifica-
tion of developed systems in accordance of the degree of concurrency.
Some information systems have no concurrency whilst others become
more concurrent, in order to maximize efficiency determined by a num-
ber of factors (e.g. cheap multiprocessor). In this context, there can
be defined a special term: concurrency-intensive architecture. It is
necessary for emphasizing architecture, where concurrency influences
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essentially the architecting. Concurrency-intensive architecture thus
needs a special and distinct architecting approach.

2 Architecting and concurrency

Architecting is a process where the outcome is stakeholder’s satisfaction
towards architectural requirements. In the context of software archi-
tecting, abstraction is one of the main principles. It captures through
encapsulation the essential properties of a system.

There are numerous definitions of architecture. An interesting idea
is mentioned in [21] according to which “a system may be composed of
many levels of abstraction and many phases of operation, each with its
own software architecture”. Anyway the entire concept, according to
some researchers, is ambiguous in relation to information systems re-
search and practice [22]. Even though, most of them define architecture
analogically: as an abstract concept, which provides a certain perspec-
tive on information system [23], it was still necessary to standardize
the architecting process. Finally, IEEE in 2000 [24], and ISO in 2007
[25] have standardized this conception: “the activities of the creation,
analysis and sustainment of architectures of software-intensive systems,
and the recording of such architectures in terms of architectural descrip-
tions”. The main result of this architecting standardization is a clear
and comprehensive documentation of the architecture representations
of information systems in various views.

This approach can be traced from the earliest major research direc-
tions and frameworks for software development. According to [26], ar-
chitecture can be described in five main views: logical, process, physical,
development and scenarios; the last of them is essentially redundant,
but it represents the interaction of the other four (Figure 2).

In the architectural model presented above, planned active pro-
cessing entities, communication structure, integrity, and other archi-
tecturally significant concerns of the control flow management, syn-
chronization and concurrency are described in the process view.

It is important to note that the view, according to definitions from
[24,25,26], is not yet the localization of implemented functionalities;
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Figure 2. The “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture [26]

this is the representation of the entire system from some viewpoint of
interrelated requirements (aspects).

Now the following question arises: is it possible to separate syn-
chronization and concurrency concerns from the functional ones and
localize them in a separate structural unit? The answer is simple:
yes, it is possible and necessary [27,28]; but in order to integrate sepa-
rate functionalities, developer has to either use non-traditional aspect-
oriented programming [29], or create applications with loosely coupled
architecture.

In loosely coupled architectures the separation, localization and
composition of functionalities can be achieved by applying adequate
design patterns [30], asynchronous messaging architectures [31], and/or
event-driven architectures [32].

These days, most information systems are inherently concurrent,
since they handle activities that can happen simultaneously in the
world external to the system’s world [33]. It is likely then, that concur-
rency is considered as a critical property of systems and that it must
be considered in the early development stages – architecting stages.

3 Concurrency-intensive software architecting

According to IBM Rational Unified ProcessTM, architecture is defined
during the inception and elaboration phases [34]. This popular software
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development process is architecture centric. It means that the system’s
architecture is a primary artifact for system’s development [35]. Thus
the importance of an accurate architecting must be sustained by a
distinct process.

In this context The Visual Architecting ProcessTM (VAP) can be
mentioned. It is promoted by Bredemeyer Consulting. According to it,
the architecture specification phase consists of iterative five sub-phases:
Meta-Architecture, Conceptual Architecture, Logical Architecture, Ex-
ecution Architecture and Architecture Guidelines [36]. Concurrency
issues are tightly related with Execution Architecture, where analysis
focuses on Process and Deployment views.

Execution Architecture phase is the forth one. This allows us to
confirm that concurrency, as a critical property of modern systems,
is considered too late. This can be argued by means of structuralism
[37], according to which “a structure may be defined as a network of
relationships between elements or elementary process. . . A structure
thus manifests itself by means of relationships; a system manifests it-
self by means of communications of the relevant elements. A function
within a system may be seen as a communicative relationship.” Thus
communication is necessary to “transport” data; but it is the means
of communication by which control information is being transported
as well. This particular communication form is well known as synchro-
nization, which constraints event ordering and controls processing unit
interference. It is usual then, that the concurrency influences systems
via the communication style, hence concurrency must be an important
factor for structural and functional analysis of architecture.

There are numerous architecting methodologies where concurrency
is one of the key factors. Here it’s case to mention Nick Rozanski and
Eoin Woods’ work [38], where concurrency concerns are described from
the point of view of Concurrency Viewpoint.

A viewpoint is a way of looking at the system, and does not capture
architecting focused on concurrency concerns. In this context a generic
framework is proposed below. It will permit us to analyze concurrency-
intensive architecture from the perspective of evolution (Figure 3).

The architecting process, represented in Figure 3, is a waterfall
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Figure 3. Concurrency-intensive software architecting

process with three phases. Each phase defines an architecture model,
which may also include a number of views, where each view is related
to a particular domain of the phase.

Conceptual architecture defines entities, their relationships and con-
ceptual constraints. The structure view can show configurations in
terms of components, which are units of runtime computation or data-
storage, and connectors, which in their turn are the interaction mech-
anisms between components [39].

In order to facilitate structuring, architectural patterns can be used.
A coherent set of related patterns makes up a pattern language. An
interesting pattern language is presented in [40].

The last three views have been inspired by a survey of concurrency
issues presented in [6]. The survey is organized of taxonomy of the
features of concurrent object-oriented languages. In spite of the gen-
eralization of the described models, they allow us to use them in our
architecting process as views.

Animation view shows the relationship between objects and active
entities (process/thread/task). The treatment of threads and objects as
independent or dependent concepts, defines two alternatives of activity
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organization: unrelated and related models (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Unrelated (a) and related (b) models of Animation view

The interaction view depicts interactions between objects initiated
by the client’s invocation, which may be either synchronous or asyn-
chronous. Semantics of returns is defined in this view as well.

Concepts, related to Synchronization view, specify concurrent in-
vocation management. It is important to mention that Conceptual
architecture phase defines rules to synchronize, select and accept op-
erations, and these rules define control constraints used at the next
Logical architecture phase.

Logical architecture conforms to the principles and rules of the con-
ceptual architecture. This phase involves a variety of structures, which
have the nature of mathematical formalisms. Logical architecture thus
is represented by a generalized formal structure that determines logic
of specification, which helps describing and reasoning about behavior
of concurrent architecture.

Numerous formal models have been studied over the past 20-25
years. Formal semantics, provided by these models, can be classified
by partitioning criteria of the following dichotomies [41,42]:

• Intensional and Extensional semantics,

• Interleaving and True concurrency semantics,
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• Branching time and Linear time semantics.

Specifying systems as “machines”, determined by states (and possible
state changes), obtains intensional models. Extensional (also known
as behavior) models focus on occurrence patterns of actions over time.
Concurrency is an implicit property in “true concurrency” models. Yet
interleaving models reduce it to nondeterministic interleaving represen-
tations. Last dichotomy splits models into nondeterministic branching
models and linear time setting models. In the former case, models
describe concurrency in terms of the sets of their possible (partial)
executions.

Formal relationships between models have been analyzed by many
researchers. Here should be mentioned the work [43], where translation
between models have been studied in terms of category theory. Eight
models, more precisely model classes, have been obtained by varying,
in all possible ways, the aforementioned criteria (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Concurrency models

Positioning of models from Figure 5 in a three-dimensional space
relative to dichotomies is represented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Semantic models for concurrency specification

Executable architecture is a result “product” of the last architect-
ing phase. In the first instance, this term expresses the description of
the system’s architecture in a formal notation, the semantic of which
is being determined by the logic architecture phase. In the second in-
stance, after using automatic or semi-automatic generation tools, this
term may signify a partial implementation of the system – a proto-
type, which must validate all architecturally significant requirements.
A closely related term is the term of evolutionary prototype, which is
not a work product, but it is stable enough to be considered as a first
approximation of a system. According to the article [44], “producing
an evolutionary prototype means that you design, implement, and test
a skeleton structure, or architecture, of the system. . .”

4 Conclusion

Systems become more concurrent and a new term is needed to define
an architecture influenced essentially by concurrency. In this work a
new term concurrency-intensive architecture is proposed. Also it is be-
ing shown that concurrency, as a key factor, can determine a generic
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architecting framework by providing an architectural prototype. It per-
fectly fits in the modern architecture-centric development methodolo-
gies, such as Rational Unified Process. However concurrency generates
difficulties. Still the right methods and tools can decrease the archi-
tecting effort. Mature theories and models of concurrency exist; thus
the key target of researches is: developing of methods and tools of spec-
ification and verification. So an immediate and important objective is
to develop and integrate a graphical language of concurrency specifica-
tion in one of the popular development environments. Language must
expressively specify concurrency, thus must use denotational semantic.
Such specification language based on events will be presented in the
future article. Also, in this article it will be shown how models are
verified with operational semantic of CSP# language.
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